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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A. The Nature of the Study 
The growing interdependence among the people and nations of our world 
call• for cloae mutual underetanding. Thia hae given impetue to the teaching 
of eocial etudiea about foreign la.nde and people. Accordingly, the study of 
Ethiopia, a1 well aa that of other countries, hae a place in the eocial studies 
curriculum in the United States public schools. It is generally being taught 
in grades four and six. Relatively, detailed study is made in the latter 
level. The primary objective is to acquaint the children with· the most 
important fa.eta about the land and ite people that can eventually lead to 
the development of worthy concept• a.nd generalisations concerning the 
relationehip• between the inhabitant. and their natural environment. Identifica­
tion of the relation a between Ethiopia and the United State a ie also another 
important objective. 
Ethiopia 11 location, relief feature a, climate, agriculture, natural 
reaourcea, aome aspect• of the hi&torical and cultural background of the 
people, political and economic relation• with the United State• and eome oth"'r 
nation• con1titute the course of study about Ethiopia. Many of the social 
studie1 textbooka preeent Ethiopia. under the big regional division known 
a1 Africa South of the Sahara. A further sub-division places Ethiopia within 
the Ea1tern part of Africa. Phy1iographic and climatic factors are the 
major baees for the division. 
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Materials and activitie1 such aa the textbooks which provide explanation 
and thought provoking questions, interpretation of mapped geographic and 
human phenomena, picture•, films and film1tripa are the means for 
facilitating teaching and learning of the desired concept.. 
B. Statement of the Problem 
The purpose of this re1earch paper is an attempt to identify and describe 
the objective•, content and its organization, materials and activities involved 
in the teaching of Ethiopia in social studies curriculum in the United States. 
C .  Method and Limitation of the Re1earch 
In writing this paper the moat important method employed wa1 the 
analyah of the major concept• about Ethiopia and related materials and 
activitie1 provided in grade• four and six social studies textbook• found in 
Eastern Illinois Univeraity Booth Library, Applied Arte Education Center 
and Laboratory School ln1tructional Material Center•. Studying the social 
studies curriculum guides and some •ample unit• on •elected areas designed 
for depth atudy have been helpful in identifying the general objective• and 
1ugge1ted method• of achieving them ae well as the organbation and nature of 
the content con•idered important. Aho available general references such as 
Encyclopediaa, Yearbook, United Nations Publication•, profe11iona.l texts, 
teacher' a manuals, and catalog a that provide aome film• and their deacriptione 
have been con1ulted. 
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The re•earch work on thi• paper wa• confined to the Eastern Illinoi s 
University •ource materials .  Limitation i n  source material will certainly 
affect the depth of the study. The writer has been able to locate some 
recent books, film• and filmstrip•, bulletin•, and magazines available 
ehewhere in the United State• but could not get acce•• to them because of 
•hortage of time. 
CHAPTER II 
PURPOSE IN THE STUDY OF ETHIOPIA 
A .  Importance of Ethiopia to U .  S. A .  
The United States of America, a s  one of the top leading world powers, 
haa a11umed great respon1ibilitiee in the world af!aira and h engaged in 
furthering common interest. with 9ther natione in the areas of cultural, 
economic, and political development• and sustenance of peace. 
Furthermore, the United State•, aa an industrial and agricultural 
nation, needs market• in other countriee for 1elling domestic product• and 
for buying raw materials which it lack• or po11es1ee too little for large 
scale manufacturing indu1trie1. 
Politically, due to the difference• in political ideologies between the 
communi1t and the democratic nationa, there ia  a need for forming and 
1trengthening alliance• for mutual protection in ca1e of external attack by 
the communiat blocs. Africa, aa a newly emerging cannerit in international 
affairs, ie of great interest, politically and economically, to both parties. 
There h a scramble for gaining i·nfluence both by the United States and Ruaaia. 
At present the United State• ia one of the leading nation• engaged in 
helping undeveloped emerging countriea develop educationally, economically 
and politically. A greater number of such emerging nation• are in Africa. 
The political and economic impacts of the independent African nations on 
out•lde c:ountri•• are 1 radually lncreaaln1 and the United State• l• not 
an exception to this lnfiuence. 
Decoto1dsatlon hae recently lncreaaed the number of Independent 
African countrle• all of which are now member• of the United Nation• . 
There are •till •ome more •tate1 that are in the proc••• to get tbelr 
independence in tbe very near fotu1'e. So there l• the trend in the 
lncrea.•ing of the number of the member• ol African nation• in the United 
Ntt.t�?nt. For lti.tance, out of the fifty-oD• original mem.ber• of the 
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Uaited Nation• that •lined lt• charter in 1945 there were only tocr African 
co1i1ntrie1 namely Liberia, Ethlot>i•. E1ypt, and �outh Africa. In. December 
l 961 out of 104 total member• of the United Nation• Z7 were Afrlean •tat••• l 
and on OecembeT 31, 1965, African• were !6 out of 1\8 total member•. At 
pretent one-third of the member• of the United Nation• are African countri••· 
thue partictpatlng in th• -problem• and decl alone of iml)ortant international 
cooperation which l• of common intereet and coacern for all big and amall 
member• alike. 
Be•ide1 beln1 lnfiuentlal la the United Nation a, Af rlca h.aa aomethtn1 
apeclftc to contribute to the lntereat of the United State• with reaard to 
pollttcal. economic and cultural a apecta. KoleTZon, an author of a aixtb 
1rade •oclal •tadlea textbook, mention a natural reeourcea. 1trate1ic1 trade 
acttYltlea and cultural exchange a• factor• of lntereat for the United State• 
. z for atudyin1 or teaching about Africa in aeneral. 
lumted Natlona, Annurie dee Or1anlaation• lnternaUooal••· Yearbook of 
International Organlsationa, 9th ed. CPalala Degmont. Bruatela, 196Z-l963), 
PP• 26-27. 
ie;dward R. Kole•aon, et al. Our World and lta People. (Boaton: .Allyn 
and Bacon. !nc., 1966 '. pp. �40-441. 
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Despite the colonial exploitation of aome parts of the continent, Africa 
ia still very rich in natu.ral resource• awaiting development. Africa is 
a rowing important in world trade. Today, the world'• 98% of diamond and 
50% of gold come from Africa. Central Africa is believed to have the 
world'• largest deposita of copper and uranium. Africa also produces 
one-third of the world'• cocoa and aiaol fiber. The waterfalls potential 
for hydro-electric power production surpaasea that of any other continent. 
Africa ia one of the moat important source• of raw materials for 
the United States. In recent yeara imports from African countriea to the 
United States have reached $500, 0.00, 000, while American exports to the 
African countriea ii valued at more than three-fourths of a billion dollara? The 
trend of trade is increasing with the gradual rising of the standard of 
living of the people. 
With regard to cultural exchange, a vieitor to New York's Mu1eurn 
of Modern Art come• away impresaed with the influence of African Art 
on Modern Abstract painting and aculpture. ?vlodern jazz is baaed on African 
rhythm1. On the other hand, American influence-ii increasingly becoming 
rnuch greater in many parta of Africa. Such items like clothing, language 
and aong• are very influential. American books, teacher• (Peace Corp• 
included), eoldiers, and movies are among the influential and reinforcing 
factor• of cultural exchange. Aho, atudenta who come to tho United States 
for higher education return home with many ideas of the American way of life. 
The location of A.frica. h etrate1ically aignificant to the United States 
because the former ia cloae to the communist blocs which want to have 
3Ibid., pp. «0-441. 
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ace••• to the warm Mediterranean water• and •••king political and economic 
influence• over the aew African aatlon•. The United State• baa 1ome lar1e 
air ba1e1 in a few independent African coantri•• borderln1 th• Mediterranean 
and ll•d Sea1. Ethiopia l1 oae of th••• coGAtrl•• that provide• aa lmJ)ortant 
1tl'ate1tc •it• la th• viclaltr of th• Ml•dle Ea 1t. 
The relatlon•hlp betweea Etlllo-pla and the United State• be1an tn 1906. 
Howevel', the -political and ecoaomlc a• well aa education tie• b1crea1ed very 
aradually. In 1951, IOOD aft•r the Britlah achiaer• left, • mGtaal defenae 
tt'Mty waa 1l1ned between Ethiopia and the United Statea. Ethiopian fore•• 
b.,aa to adapt their trablln1 method• to a.alt American pattern• and equipment. 
A United State• military a11l•tant aad adviaory 1roap (USMAAG) waa attached 
to the Milliatry of Defen1e ender an a1reement 1lgaed la May 1951. Greellfield 
document• that by mid 1963 Ethiopia had l'eceived $73, 799, 000 in United 
State• military aaaiatance, repreaeating about half the total United State• 
military aaaiatance to Africa. 4 Beaid•• atrateaic locatlon11 the quality of 
Ethiopian 1oldier1 baa be•n hi1hly conaidered by the United State• aovernment 
Another importa.at U.S. A. or1anlsation in Ethiopia la the Point..Four 
Pro1ram aow called Aaencr for International Development. The AID Froaram, 
wblcl'l be1an in 1952, embrace• project• in the field• of a1rlc\llture. education, 
public bealth and •anltation, commerce and h1d11•try, public adminiatration and 
water 1ource aurvey. The United State• furniahea the apecialbt1 and the 
home the other peraonnel, the land and building•. In moat project• operatin1 
co•t• are •bared eqa.ally throu.1h joint funda • 
. , Richard Greenfield. Ethiopia: A New Polltieal Hlator1. (New York: 
Frederick A. Prae1•r, 1965), p. 359. 
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The main feature of the AID Program is training native technicians 
and administrative personnel capable of, gradually, assuming responsibility 
for the operation and management of development projects. In addition 
to on-the-job training, the program attempts to achieve this long-term 
objective by helping to expand and improve the country'• existing institutions 
which can provide such training. If facilities £01 training are not available 
within the country, promiaiug young native personnel may be eent abroad 
for etudy. The program h not entirely altruistic. The reward to the giver, 
the United States, is calculated in terms of political good will and improve.d 
trade project•. As ha.e been indic;Lted. before the United States has built an 
air base in Aemora, Eritrea, a northern province of Ethiopia bordered by 
the Red Sea, a short distance away from the Suez Canal. 
B. The Objectives 
One of the general objectives of Social Studies is to help pupils be well 
informed about other people'• ways of life and be able to recognize the 
growing interdependence among people and nations. Developing basic skills 
and abilities to live in such a world--•ociety is an important aspect of the 
school task. 
Among its major purpo1ea, the school hal!I such specific objectives to 
achieve when teaching social studies about other lands and people as: 
1. Help children understand and appreciate that the way of life 
that we enjoy is the result of many people, both past and present. 
2 .  Extend the child' a knowledge and understanding beyond his 
immediate environment to include the state, the nation, and the world. 
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3. Emphasize the interaction of man with hie natural and social 
environments. 5 
C. Basic Understandings. 
Today, because of the realization of the interdependence of the world'• 
aoc:ietiea and its increaaing trend1, the .scope of aocial studies program ia 
becoming wider by giving conaiderationa to la.nde and people•. and their 
life, beyond the immediate environments. Modern science and technology 
have played great rolea, and continue to do so, by providing facilities needed 
in creating a. very close world-community of people with growing cultural, 
social, economic and political interdependence. World nations are no more 
isolated individual unite forgetful of one another thank• to the modern easy and 
rapid facilities of movement a and communication•. 
Travel!:! by land, aea, and air have removed barrisa and have enabled 
actual contact of people withiu atatea, continent•, and a.croaa the entire 
world. Distance• between and among different peoples of the world have been 
greatly reduced to a matter of a few days and houra. Conaequently, knowledge 
about and interest in dhtant people and their waya of life have been increaaed. 
Firsthand information obtained throu1b actual contact ha• minimized several 
misconception• about other people. Exchange of idea.a and things buUda new 
knowledge and alao leads to mutual understanding• and reapect for culture• 
different from one's own. Readini, correaponding. and liatening to radio and 
viewing television allo contribute to the store of knowledge about other people 
and their environment and way• of life. 
5Nelle Gullet. When Civilization Waa Young: A Social Studies Unit for 
Grade Six. (Charleston: Eastern Illinois University, 1954). 
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One of the important outcomes of •uch contacts between and among world 
nation• h the political interdependence. There are similarities and differences 
of political ideologies in our world that have lead to groupings for common 
protection against the oppoaing party in case of war. But, the understanding 
that war• do not •olve differences has given impetu• to the emphasis of 
international cooperation for aettling disputes. Avoiding ware and maintaining 
peace are equally important to all nations regardless of differences of political 
outlook. 
Today, peaceful life for any one nation depends upon the situation of the 
whole world at large. Any action in one part of the world directly or indirectly 
affects the other parts. For instance, the lsraeli..Arab War incidence of 
June 5, 1967, when it wa• a.t ih peak, had created a great fear and tension 
in several parts of the world. The fear was not due to a humanitarian feelings 
for the extermination of a handful of people of a minute state of Israel by the 
greater number of the people of the Arab world as such but rather the chain 
reaction• that might have led to a Third World War. This was what primarily 
pre-occupied the minds of several nations at the time. This is a simple 
illustration of political interdependence for there can be no World War 
otherwise. World War indicates involvement of several nation•. 
Economic interdependence i• another significant factor involved in 
keeping rela.tion•hips among different countries and enhancing common interests. 
No country is completely self-sufficient. Some countries are rich in ra.w 
materials that others lack. Some are agriculturally productive while others are 
industrially productive. There ii uneven distribution of natural resource•, 
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a fact that certainly makes nations highly interdependent. Different countries, 
in various pa rte of the earth, provide market for one another for buying and 
eelling raw and manufactured materials. 
Thu• to share and live cooperatively in the culturally, socially, politically 
and economically interlocked world-community of today, the new generation needs 
to be taught baeic concepts, attitudes, skills, and abilities that will enable 
him to recognize the indiapenaible interdependence of people and to eeek mutual 
underatanding as a better way of living together. This ii one of the significant 
basic understandings which ehould be emphaaized in the teaching of social 
studies about any country. 
CP..AP T ER Ill 
ORGANIZATION AND NATURE OF THE CONTENT 
A. Organization of the Content 
The teaching of social •tudiee about Africa in the United States public 
1choola in moat instances begins in grade four where a very general information 
about the continent is introduced. It is at this level that some aspects of 
Ethiopia are alao introduced in the social studies program. Here general 
concepts regarding the location of Ethiopia in Africa, the important land 
feature, climate and farm products are developed. It is in grade six that 
social studies about Ethiopia is being taught with some depth. At thh 
level an attempt ha<J been made to highlight the geographical factors that 
had and still have influence upon the hhtorical, cultural, political, and 
economic development of the country at large. 
In grade six social studies textbooks Africa is treated by dividing the 
whole continent into two major regional divisions which ia ba•ed, primarily, 
on climatic elements, especially temperature and rain. These regions are 
"The Great Sahara and Its Fringing Landi, and Africa South of the Sahara. 11 
Ethiopia is included under the unit Africa South of the Sahara, an area upto 
the tip of South Africa. Further aub-region1 have been identified on the bases 
of the similarities of such factor• like landform, temperature, rainfall, 
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natural vegetation, and cultural or historical background of the areas. 
Thus East Africa an� Ftbiopla are grouped together forming one 1ub-region. 
Here Ethiopia, S1.ida11, So1nalia, Kenya, Tanzania, and Uganda are groured 
as a geographical unit all of which have similar geologicai history of 
landform, and c1.ilturally and racially related people. 
The content about Ethiopia mainly contains geographical, historical, 
and economic elements. Consideration of the people and some as?ects 
of their culturee have also been included. An example of the major concepts 
of the content of social studies textbooks are organized as follows: 
1. Location and Size 
2. E:thiopia - An Ancient Kingdom 
3. The Italian occu?ation of Ethiopia 
4 .  Topography and its Influence on Life 
5. Effects oI Isolation 
6. Climate 
7. Hhtorical information 
8. The People 
a) .Sthnic Groups 
b) Languages 
9. P. gri culture 
a) Land Use 
b) Crops and Livestocks 
lO. Natural Resources 
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a) Water Fower 
b) Forestry 
c} Minerals 
ll. Foreign B elations 
A fairly detailed aspect but generally tt'eated study on Ethiopia 
it give n in the Encyclopedia Britannica. The content and its organization h 
similar to that followed in the Ethiophn schools. Much emphasis is give n 
to the geographical and historical parts a.s indicated in the outline below. 
I. 
11. 
III. 
Physical Geography: 
A. Geol o g y  D. \Hrna te 
ll Relief .., . E'. Natural Vegetation 
c. Drainage F. A nim.al Life 
The Pe opl e: 
A. Ethnology C. R eligion• 
B. Languages D. Customs 
Hiatory: 
/.'.. The Kingdom of Akeum and its Civilization 
B. Zagwe and Solo monic Dynasties 
C. The F ortuguese Inte rlude 
D. The Gina Tribe Invasion 
E:. The r<oman Catholic Missions 
F. The Hulers between 1855 and 1916 
G. Accession of Haile Selassie I (1930 -
H. Italian Occupation and Independence 
IV. Population 
V. Administration and Social Conditions 
VI. The Economic A specte6 
B. Nature of the Content 
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While the content found in textbooks.is extenaive. here ia a •ynopsis of the 
more significant points. 
l. Location and Size: 
Ethiopia is located in the northwestern part of Africa. Latitudinally 
it lies between 3°N. and 18°N. It covers an area of about 457. 000 square 
miles comparable to the combined area of Texas, Oklahoma., and New Mexico. 7 
The population of Ethiopia ha• never been fully counted but the e:Jtima ted 
figure• vary between twenty-two a.nd twenty-four million. Ethiopia. h 
surpa1aed in population only by Nigeria and Egypt in the whole of Africa. 
The boundaries of Ethiopia are Sudan on the Weat a.nd Northwest, aed Sea 
on the North, French Somaliland on the Eaet, Somalia on the Southeast. and 
Kenya on the South. 
2. Ethiopia: .An Ancient Kingdom: 
Ethiopia' • history as an independent country goes back 3, 000 years. 
The only time this ancient kingdom in Africa ha.1 not been free was between 
1936 and 1941. During those years the country was occupied by the Italian armies. 
In much of its early history, Ethiopia was known a.s Abyssinia.. W riters 
in ancient Greece recognized Abyaeinia as an important kingdom of the time. 
611Ethiopia, 11 Encyclopedia Britannica. Vol. VIII. 
7c�orge A .  Lipsky. Ethiopia: Its People!. .. l..t�_Society, Its Culture. 
(New Haven: Hraf Preis, l96Z), p. 3. 
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By the �arJ.y part of lhe frm.rth century the country had accepted Ch.rlatfan 
religion. 
3. Topography and rte Inf�uence on People'• Life 
l!.thiopia is a land with great diversity in ita terrain, in its climate, 
and in its people, languages, and custon'ls. This diversity has direct 
relationship with the nature of the &'1rface of the land and its geographic 
location. 
l hyeiographically, Ethiopia h divided into three major regions (Map - A): 
l. The Northweatern Highlands and Bordering Lowlands 
2. The Ethiopian Rilt V�lley -
3. The Southea•tern Highla.nda and Associated Lowlands 
The Northwestern and Southea1tern Highlands are thousand• of feet 
in height with some peak• riling to 14, 000 to 15, 000 feet above aea level. 
The•e massif land areas are separated by the relatively low-lying Rift Valley, 
which runs through the country from the Red Sea coast down to Kenya. The 
Ethiopian Rift Valley ia pa.rt of the Great African Rift Valley. an enormous 
crack or fault in the surface of the land that runs north and south across 
Africa from the hed Sea to Mozambique. 
The Ethiopian Highland• are mainly platea�e, natively called 'Ambae'. 
These 'ambas' have played important roles in the Ethiopian history. They 
used to serve as prisons, or shelter monasteries, or provide refuge for 
kings and their follower• in time of war. Their large, level tops permitted 
the growing of crops <ind the herding of cattle, thus affording self-sufficiency 
to the inhabitants. The steeD slopes of the 'a.mbas' were easily defensible. 
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Besides these table lands, there are true mountain ranges both in the 
Northwestern and Southeastern Highlands. Some of the peaks here reach 
helghta of over 14, 000 feet. The highest mountain in Ethiopia is called 
Ras Daehan about 15, 160 feet high. 
The Rift Valley in it• lower part holds a number of lake• often referred 
to as the 11Lake Regions" of Ethiopia. The upper regions of the Rift Valley 
are much lower and drier. In contra.st to the highest point., the lowest 
part of the country lie• here where there is an area of some hundred by 
forty miles below eea level. Thia sink is called Kobar Depresaion, a 
·saline area, where commercial utraction of salt is in progress. 
Independence, Isolation and Progress: 
The long hi story of independence h primarily due to the protective 
nature of the terrain which the people found very helpful in fighting out 
external invasions. The broken up highlands, especially in the north and 
west, and the surrounding desert area together with the Red Sea, fringed 
by inhospitable coastal strip of land, acted as a protective belt against 
military invasions from outlide. 
On the other hand, the relatively lower slopes of the south and east 
have made the plateau more vulnerable to occasional military. -political, 
and population pres sure s from these direction•. Most invaders have 
penetrated from the south and east. which were also the historic direction• 
of the country's expansion from within. The northern region of the northwestern 
highland is a plateau which was the historic core of Ethiopia, where, what 
was called the Axumite Kingdom, was established. Thie kingdom had a high 
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ancient civilization that declined and decayed in the 7th century. A. D. 
partly due to external isolation, brought about by the ·expansion of the 
Ara.b Empire, and mostly by phyaical barriers and self-impoeed isolation. 
Ethiopia has been completely cut off from Western civilization until 
very recent times. A key factor in this isolation has been her immensely 
difficult topography which ie characterized by dissected plateaus and 
peaks, great valleys, and deep gorges comparable to the Grand Canyon 
in the United States. There are alao desert lowlands that lie east and north 
of the highlands. These deserts and the rugged terrain, which have been 
considered· advantageous in maintaining independence, have adversely 
affected Ethiopia as an isolated and backward nation. Until recently few 
people from the outside world entered Ethiopia., and Ethiopians visited 
other countries. 
The effect of isolation upon the life of the people was great. It made 
the country a kind of nialand" where they have developed their own customs, 
style of dress, kinds of huh, and ways of behaving and living in ge11eral. 
Ith one of the major factors in the country's backwardness, because people 
need to exchange ideas and things in order to make rapid progress. Isolation 
was not only from the outside world but also from within. This has created 
diversity of cultural background of the people in the areas of language, 
religion, economic and political outlook. 
The Advent of Christianity: 
Ethiopia ia not only the oldeat kingdom but also the oldeat Chrhtian 
nation in Africa. Chriet�ari ty was introduced in the fourth century. Ith 
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traditionally believed that Chrhtianity waa brought by two Phoenician boya. 
It ia aaid that the two boya, who were brothers, were ahipwrecked on the 
coast of the Red Sea. about 340 .A. D. They made their wa.y to Ethiopia, 
became favorites of the king and eventually converted him to Chriati&nity. 
Today moat of the people are Chriatiana but man.y are Moalema. 
4. The Climate of Ethiopia 
D.eapite the cloaeneea of the whole area to the equator, Ethiopia baa 
temperate climate which ia highly modified by elevation. The average annual 
temperature of the highland• is sixty to aixty-five degrees Fahrenheit, 
and there ia but little variation from month to month. Froat h aometirne• 
encountered, but never anow, and even at midday the warmth of the aun 
h not oppreaaive. For the moat part the climate of the highlands ia very 
agreeable and uniform. One baa only to deacend 1everal thouaand feet, 
however, to come upon totally different conditiona. Region• of subtropical 
temperature• (770F to 86°F) are to be found in a nwnber of placea, even in 
the heart of the highlanda, where tbeae are diaaected by deep river valleys, 
•�ch aa in the gorges of the Blue Nile. 
Mainly baaed on elevation and vegetation, the Ethiopian• have traditionally 
recognized three zone• namely 11Kolla.11 (hot), 11Wayna daga" (temperate; 
literally, the "Wineland"), and "dagi 11 which corre•pond• to cold. 
The 11Kolla11 covers the ateppe and graasland on the lowla.nda where 
conditions a.re torried and full of malarial moaquitoea. There a:re dight 
daily temperature change•. The productivity of the land l• Ye'ty- low. A 
pastoral economy ia predominant, but auch cropa like corn, tobacco a.nd 
sugar cane are eulti vate<l. 
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The 11wayna daga, " which baa an annu.a.l average temperature of between 
60°F and 68°F, reacbea elevation• of from 5, 000 to 8, 000 feet and it ia 
rich in forest cover and animal life. The moat densely populated and 
productive area1 are in thi• temperate zone, which include• the greater of 
the plateo.� region a. In thh and the next zone the temperature ia ao low 
and comfortable that proximity to the equator i• hardly realized. 
The "daga 11 ie a region over 8, 000 feet in elevation. Here the mean 
temperature of the hotteet month• (March, April, May) ie aeldom higher 
than 600F. Thia region is noted mainly for aheep rearing, barley and 
wheat cultivation, and honey production. 
The year is mainly divided into two main aeaaona, the dry and the wet. 
The wet or rainy 1ea1on, known as "kremt, 11 lasts from about mid-June 
through September in the Central Plateau region, but may be considerably 
extended in the 1outheaat, south, and aouthwe1t highlands. Thia rainy 
aeaaon or 11krenl.t" i1 rega.rded aa the winter ae�-son since cloud cover and 
heavy rain reduce temperature considerably. The kremt rain is monaoonal 
in character and derives from a moht aouthweaterly monaoon air etrea.m. 
The high plateaus frequently experience heavy falh of hail during kremt, 
a phenomenon that mbleade to the report of snow-covered mountain• in 
Ethiopia. What one ob1erve1 ii juet the accumulation of hail after heavy rain. 
The kremt h followed by the dry eeaaon known a.s 11bega, "  the Ethiopian 
"aummer. 11 Thie ia actually the northern winter but it ie a dry seaaon and 
-
abaence of cloud cover allows a stronger heating effect. The ''bega" ie 
interrupted only once by an uncertain period of "little rain• 11 which occur 
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for about four week• during March and April before the on•et of the 
"bi& rain•" in June. Thi• •hort period of acanty rain ia actually apringtime. 
Ethiop�a'a rainfall h adequate for aariculture, except in the •emi-arid 
and de•ert region• where irrlaation •r•t•m• are needed. The weat and 
aouthwest ?lateaua have the areateat precipitation, aixty to eighty inch•• 
of rain annually. The rain here laat1 from eiaht to ten mor't�s. The 
plateau int.he Souiheaateru Hiahlanda and the Central Plateau north of 
Addia Ababa are other area• of hi&h rainfall. They receive fifty to aixty 
inch•• of rain anaually. 
The Rift Valley, the Danaldl Plain•, and the Ocaden Semideaert are 
areas of acanty precipitation and aupport a highly nomadic and paatoral life. 
The •outhweet, with heavy rain and almoat wet all year round, ha• very 
denae fore•t. In other aubtropical region• the vegetation ia chiefly 
thornbuah. The alopea alon1 the Sudaneae border are rich in tropical 
veg eta ti on. 
Hail cauaea occaaional damage to crop1 in the hiah plateau region•. Wind 
1 1  re1pon1ible for aome crop damage, especially during the raina. A 
rather 1tron1 wind prevail• durin1 much of the dry 1ea1on and in the period• 
of little rain•. Thia, tog•her with the lntenae sunlight, caueea a rapid 
rate of free water evaporation and lo•• of 1oil mohture. 
.... 
Ethiopia hae numeroua rlvera, but moat of them are •hallow and are dry 
for the areater part of the year. None of them i• navi1able for any 1ignlficant 
diatance. Waterfalh are numerou1, and there are a number of attractive 
. 
potential aitea for the production of hydroelectric power. 
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Egypt, which h referred to a• the ''Gift o! the Nile, " highly depend• 
upon the flood water• coming from the Ethiopian Highland•. The three major 
tributarle• of the White Nile, Albara, Baro, and Blue Nile (Aba.i River in 
Ethiopia), •tart from the heaYieet rainfall region• of Ethiopia. These river• 
increa•e to an enormou• •ize when the heavy rain begin• lo June in Ethiopia. 
They carry a big load of muddy •oil gathered from the volc,Hic ;:nateriab 
of Ethiopia' 1 mountain•. In Egypt the Nile flood continue• to rhe through 
August and Sept�iber after which it gradually deer•&••• to lt• low etage 
in December. Thh i• the beginning of dry •ea.ion in Ethiopia. Both the 
rich muddy •oil and a •upply of water are i'ndiapen•ible in the life of the 
Egyptian farmer. The intereet of Egypt and Sudan in the Ethiopian rivers 
h ao great that there h already agreement among the three c:ontrie• 
concernlna the control of the river• along their cour••s• 
5. Hietorical lalormatlon: Ancient: 
Mo•t authoritie• •eem to agree that the Ethiopian• bad their origin 
aa the re1ult of an influx of Semetic tribe• from Southern Arabia to the 
Ethiopian highland• about lOOOB. C. The migrants conquered, a••imilated, 
and eventually ab•orbed by intermarriage the ba•ically Hametic people• 
they found there, who ln turn, had much earlier diaplaced a predominantly 
Negro culture. The Semetic introduced new language, writing, new method• 
of agriculture, new plant•, architecture a.nd a •y1tem of government. The 
migrant• were •o few in number that they gradually loat their identity but 
their culture remained dominant in the hi•tory and life of the people. The1e 
mixed tribe• eventually achieved political conaolldation in what waa known 
a.a the Kingdom of Ak•um, the hi•toric:al core of Ethiopia. 
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The Kingdom had developed it• own civilization that flouriahed from 
about the first to the sevtnth century A. D. Its civilization appears to 
have been of quite a high order, judging from the numerous coins of 
different periods, monuments, inscription•, and broken relics that have 
been found by Archaeologists in thia region. The most rema1·kable thinge 
at Akau.m were the stellae, each out of one huge granite sto�e, the tallest 
of which was about 50 meters high. Greenfield believes that the style is 
not found outside of l:!-:thiopia and is  clearly of loca.f inspiration. 8 Since 
these etillae were built during pre· Christian era, they might have been 
uaed to worahip the sun or aa funerary monuments. 
Lalibella with its rock churchea is one of the mo•t imr>orta.nt hietorical 
placea in Ethiopia. These churches were excavated from blocks of rock 
left isolated by deep surrounding trenches, and are reached by subways, 
bridge• and tunnels. The church•• show different etyles of architecture, 
Bize and color of rock. 
The early civilization of Akaum declined and decayed Lnainly because 
of the rise of Islam, physical barrier•, internal fighting, and self-imposed 
isolation for almost one thou•and years. The Ethiooiana were, and still 
are, suspicious o! foreigner•, an attitude that waa developed out of th>! 
11everal war experi�nces wMi:outsiders. 
Throughout its history, Etbio!'ia hae been ruled by kin�s. (";hristianity 
which became the religion of the royal family in the fourth century is still 
part and parcel of the etate. No separation exists between the two so far. 
8areenf ield, op. cit., p. 18. 
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Theoretically, the country has a con1titutional monarchy, but practically 
it is an ab aolute monarchy. 
6. Ethnic_Groups and Languages. 
There are many different ethnic and tribal group• of people in Ethiopia. 
It has often been called a.n ethnic "Mtiaeum." An estimated total of 
forty language• and over seventy-two dialects &L"e spoken. 
The first known inhabitants of the country have been called Cu1hites 
(Ku•hite1) because Ethiopia for the ancient world waa the land of Gu•h 
(the eldeat eon of Ham in the Bible). Later Hametic people from the north 
entered the country. Frequent Semetic migrations from South Arabia., 
about 1000 B. C., have determined the character of Ethiopia's moat 
important languages. 
Before the coming of the Semites the main language was that of the 
Hametic1 comprising over thirty tribal languages and dialects. The 
Semetic brought with them a South Arabian speech that, in Ethiopia, 
developed into Ge�z. often referred to as Ethiopic. Thia ceased to be 
spoken about the 10th and 11th centurie• A. D. but continued to be the 
eccleaiastic and literary language of Ethiopia. From Geez developed three 
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major living language•: Tlgrinya and Tigre, spoken in the north, and 
Amaharic, now the official language, apoken by a few people south ·of the 
Tigrinya area. 
The politically dominant are the Amaharae. Although they con1tltute 
a minority o! the total population. they have genera.Uy been the ruling group 
in Ethiopia. Their language, Amaharic, remained the official language, and 
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their reliaion, Chrhtianity. the •tate religion. North of the Amahara­
populated regions lie the ancient province of Tigre and the Ex..Ita.lian 
Colony of Eritrea (new under Ethiopia) both Tigrinya 1peaking area•. 
The1e people have often been at odd• with the Amahara• to the eouth and 
have a long record of revolt and •eparatism. 
The Galla groups, speaking •everal different dialects ,  inhabit an 
extensive area in the we•t. south and southeast of Ethiopia.. The a·a.uae 
are the largest ethnic group in Ethiopia. These people, in an invasion in 
the 16th century A .  D. , •wept into the Ethiopian Plateau and area• 1outh 
and we•t of it. From that time forward, they g radually adopted agriculture 
and became i solated from one another. At pre1ent their loyaltie• are 
more regional and tribal than ethnic. They also adopted different religion•, 
some became Christiane and other •  are Moeleme. 
The Gurag e people, mainly a paatoral cla1a, live about one-hundred 
fifty miles southwest of Addh Ababa. To their eouth a.n.d weat are found the 
Sida.mo tribes speaking their own language•. Negro tribe• live along the 
Sudane•e- Etbiopian border on the we1t and 1outbwe1t of Ethiopia. In the 
northeastern desertl live the Danakila, a hostile people who •till reaht 
r ecognition of the authority of the central government. 
The diversity of the Ethiopian• have been caused by the aeparation of 
the people from one another by the rugged nature of the terrain, already 
described, which diecouraged communication and thus contributed to different 
cultural background• ,  inbreeding. 1elf-aufficiency and complacence, and 
provincialism or r•gionalism. On top of the1e wa1 the lack of contact with 
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foreign civilizations for a long tlme. But now condition• are changing, in 
fact very rapidly. 
Ethiopian s ociety is  still largely a 1ociety based on status, in which 
the church and the monarchy play a dominant role. The value judgments of 
the vaet majority of the people are con ditioned by ethical, cultural, and 
1ocial patterns .  
Literacy rate i t  extremely low, less than eight per cent. Despite 
the empha sis of the preeent governme'lt on education, the movement h too 
recent and slow to make significant progree s.  Education. is  still in its 
elementary stagea. Before the Italian Occupation of the country (193§) not 
more than a dozen government echooll exi1ted in the whole of Ethiopia. 
In addition there wer.e 1ome privately run foreign mission schools, plue 
the centers of religioua instruction which the Ethiopian Orthodox Church 
had maintained for centuriee .  A few number of studentlS had been sent 
abroad to study at government expenee. All these were disrupted by the 
Italian invasion. The educated few were killed and the schools and churchee 
were burnt down. Since the restoration of independence in l 941, great 
attempt hae been made to reorganize the schools and b roaden the· educational 
baee by building a1 many as po1aible elementary and s econdary school s .  But 
thi• attempt h being curbed by financial problema. Though rich potentially, 
the country is yet undeveloped. 
7 .  Agriculture 
The mainstay of the country' • economy is agricultl,lral products 
accounting for over ninety percent of the export commoditi e s .  Nine out of 
ten peraona are engaged in fa rming or herding. 
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Because o f  the regular and sufficient rainfall and naturally rich 
soil, much of Ethiopia.' s land h fertile. Ethiopia' a agricultural potential 
i s  b elieved to be great. With proper leadership, organization, and 
• mechanization Ethiopia could grow enough food for it• population and also 
export its products on a large scale • •  The government is anxious to improve 
farming and herding conditions and has set up model farm• for agricultural 
training. Some ag ricultural schools also have been eatabliahed with the 
aid of experts from foreign countries, chiefly the United States.  
According to a recent estimate, although about 50 percent of the land 
i s  cultivable, only about 10 percent is actually under cultivation. 9 Fa rming 
i a  almost entirely on subsistence level. The current low rate of land use 
may be attributed primarily to inadequate motivation to raise agriculture 
above subsistence levels. Foreign and domeatic market• are not highly 
developed. Distribution of crops from one region to another i s  hindered b y  
lack of transpo rtation fa.cilitie•. Land tenure system• and primitive tools 
a re great drawbacks. Resistence to replace traditional methods and tools 
by modern agro-techniques by the farmers presents a challenge to the little 
attempt being made to modernized agriculture. And, the tenure •yatem i s  
often obscure. Large tracts are owned by the impe.d.�1 family, the high 
nobility, and the Ethiopian Orthodox church. Exten sive area• are held b y  
kinship g roul:: : �i nd trib es.  Some o f  the farmers a r e  tenants .  There h a  
g reat need for land reform, the maj or solution to agricultural �t"ohlems 
facing the majority of the Ethiopian farmers . 
9Lipaky, op .. cit. , p. 238. 
In the lowland• the major crop1 are durra, maize, 1ugar cane, and 
cotton. In the higher areas rtteff, 1 1  a very fine grain which ii the 1taple 
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food crop, barley, wheat, and vegetable• of all kind• are grown. 1 1Teff1 1 
• 
and wheat are the main bread grain•, while barley i •  mainly ueed for 
preparing beer and other local breweriee. Coffee ia grown exten•ively. 
The origin of the coffee tree i• b elieved to be in the 1outhwe1tern province 
of Ethiopia called Kaffa where coffee ha1 been growing for centu:de• wildly 
in the foreata. 
From the 1tandpoint of cash crop s ,  coffee i• by far the mo1t important 
one. It account• for over 60% of the total value of Ethiopia ' •  export earning a. 
Ethiopian coffee bean• are of high quality and excellent coffee drink can 
be made from it a.a indicated by the teete made by the FAO expert• .  IO Under 
thh organization great effort is belng made to improve method• of picking , 
drying and hu1king the coffee bean1 eo a1 to maintain it• natural quality. 
When world coffee prices are high, the country acquire• foreign exchange 
on a con1iderable 1cale, but dependence on a single product has made 
Ethiopia' •  trade highly vulnerable to fluctuations on the world coffee market. 
The next important item• of export are oileeed•, hide• and ekins of 
dome•tic animah, cereale and puhe•, beewax, civet, and "chat " - -a stimulant 
•hrub, the leaves and twigs of which are chewed for mildly narcotic content• .  
Much coneumed b y  the Moslem• and the Middle Ea e t  provide• the beat market 
for thia product. Frozen meat ia sent to 11rael and other Middle Eastern 
lOErnest W. LutheT. Ethiopia Today. (London: Oxford Univeraity 
Pre••, 1958), p. 77. 
countriea. The United State a ia Ethiopia' a beat cuatomer, followed by 
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Italy and Aden. The United State• take a annually 50 percent of Ethiopia' a 
tot�-1 export and 7 5% of her coffee. 11 
Ethiopia importl textile g-ooda, raw cotton for home industries, 
motor vehicle• (including aircraft and locomotive•),  part• and rubber 
product•, and petroleum. product• from the United State•, Italy, Japan, 
Weat Germany and England. Oil h mainly imported from the Middle 
' 
Eaatern countriea. .An oil refinery haa been built recently. 
Lack of an adequate communication ayatern haa been one of the greatest 
obatacl•• to economic progreaa in Ethiopia. The country ha• a railroad of 
487 mile• linking the capital to the aeaport of Djibuti in F rench Somalila.nd . 
It waa built (1908-1917) moatly with the French funds. Another line, 191 
mile• long, connect• Mat •awa seaport with Aamara, . Capital of Eritrea, 
a new province of Ethiopia. Since th• federation of Eritrea in l 95Z, Ethiopia. 
baa two a eaporta on the Red Sea coaat namely Maa 1awa and Aa aab. The 
entire export and import commoditiea are handled by the•• two ports and 
Djibuti which ia outside of Ethiopian territory. 
Addia Ababa, the capital of Ethiopia, hae good connection• with the 
provincial center•. Ethiopia ha• tome good all-weather road a, and motor 
vehicle• have at leaat partly replaced mules, packhoraea, donkey•. and 
camel• a1 mean• of tranaportation. The Ethiopian airline• which operate 
under a manaaement contract by T rana World Airline• s erve external and 
internal communicatio1u .  Thi e  ha• made po1 aible acce•• to the ilolated and 
mo1t c:Uffic\llt part• of the country. 
lllbid. , p. 95. 
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8. Natural Re•ource1 
Ethiopia has many waterfall• and rapid• a.waiting development for 
the production of hydroelectric power. At pre•ent there are only two dam• 
i•neratini electricity. Further projects are in progrea• with the financial 
and tecu•.i<..a.l aids fror.ci. foreign countries. For in1tance, among the 
development progra.m1 1ponaored by the United State• AID Mis�ion in 
Ethiopia 1urvey of water re1ou.rces a.nd well drilling activities are given 
much attention. 
Concerning mineral wealth, it h believed that there are a variety 
of minerals but no proper 1urvey1·have been yet made to a 1 1 e • •  the 
potentiality. Also, no significant attempt • have been made to economically 
exploit the known deposit1 .  Gold, platinum and salt a r e  mined in limited 
qu.amtles .  There h a great improvernent i n  the operation o f  gold mines 
recently. Iron, bauxite, •ulphur, copper, antimony, lilver and cobalt 
. 
have b�en found. The available depo1it1 of n-rlca, mangau�se, gypswn., 
and pumice are the moat unexploited re•ourcea. 
The American Sinclair Oil Company 11-pent ten year• of drilling for 
oil. But after spending $10, 000, 000 only dry wells have been produced so 
far. Out of the nineteen well• drilled only one showed trace• of hydrocarbon1. 
Foresta cover about four percent of the land area. Originally fifty 
percent of the country' a area was under foreatl. The dra•tic reduction of 
forest. had been eaused mainly by the burning method of clearing forests 
for cultivation, and excessive exploitation for fuel and charcoal production 
over a long period of time. Attempts are being made by the government to 
preaerve the existing fore•t• and to reforeat. 
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The mo•t important for eat• are mixed coniferous and ha.rd wood grown 
on the plateau•. The mo•t uaeful timb er i •  produ.ced by juniper, cedar, 
acacia, and eucalyptua- -Auatrali&D oriain. Other tree• and bu•hy plants 
yield fibrot.ia materiah for rope, baakets, sacks, c&rpeta and other 
furniture production. Bamboo grows in many region• in the rainy s ections 
of the south and southwest. lta tall aten1s, upto Afty feet in �cnbth, are 
ua ed a s  conatruction material for houaea, fencea, and boat•. Aleo, they a .r e  
uaed for making pipea and trough• .  
CHAPTER IV 
ME THODS AND INSTRUCTIONAL 
AND PROFESSIONAL MATERIALS 
A .  Method a and Material a 
There are quite a number of aocial atudiee textbooks which provide 
information about Ethiopia. The method• of the textbooks include explanation 
of facts about the georgraphical and human condition• in Ethiopia for 
providing background• upon which major concept• and generalization• can 
be eatabli 1hed in the courae of 1tudy. Suggeated activitiea, illuatrative 
maps and diagrams, pictures, and film• and filmatripa are important 
parta of the teaching aide employed. 
Some leading question• that have been auggeated for children to 
investigate the concept• needed to develop about Ethiopia center around the 
following points. 
1. Deacribe the land, cl imate, and vegetation of East Africa. 
2. What ia the Great Rift Valley? 
3. Why Ethiopia waa i solated ao long ? How did isolation affect Ethiopia? 
4. How did Christianity come to Ethiopia? 
5. W'hat needs to be done to make Ethiopia a areat food- producing nation ? 
6. Name E thiopia' •  two moat valuable export• ? 
7 .  How i s  the £mperor improving his country'? 
8 .  What are other nations doing to help the country develop ? 
Among the most important textbooks relevant to the study of 
Ethiopia are: 
1. Ahlaschwede, Ben F. Teacher' 1 Guide for Exploring the Old 
World. Chicago: Follett Publishing c:ompany, 1960. 
2. Allen, Jack and Howland, Adehene �. Africa South of the 
Sahara . Englewood Cliffs, New .Jersey: Prentice-Hall, 1 9 6 5 .  
3 .  Cooper, Kenneth S. et al. The Changing Old World. Teacher' a 
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ed .  Morriatown· A Division of General Learning Corporation, 1967. 
4. Daw!lon, Grace S. et al. Your World and Mine. Boston and New York· 
Ginn and Company, 1960. 
5. Kelevzon, J;!;dward R. et al. Our World and Its People. Boston: 
Allyn and Bacon, 1966. 
6. Savage,  Katharine. The Story of Africa South of the Sahara. 
New York :  Henry Z .  Walck, 1961. 
7 .  Uttley, Margurite, et al. Latin America, Africa, and Australia.. 
Chicago, Ginn and Company, 1 9 6 3 .  
Mape are important tools in developing concepts of rel ations among 
geog raphical phenomena and their influence upon population dhtribution 
and type11 of activities. For instance, Ahlaechwede used four colorfully 
shaded maps of Africa to •how where people live and how climate and 
vegetation affect their settlement and life. Each map presents annual 
rainfall in inches, natural vegetation, dominant land use, and population 
distribution indicated by •pread and concentration of dots .  Here are 1orr1e 
of the things that these maps tell about Ethiopia in detail. ( Map - B )  
l. The Annual Rainfall Map: The whole country is divided 
into three rainfall belt• of: 
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a .  Less than 10 inchee 
b .  1 0  to 20 inchee 
c .  40 to 80 inches 
2 .  Natural Vegetation: 
a. Graaalanda with treee- -cover the Ethiopian plateau• .  
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b .  Grassland• dominate eastern and northern part• o f  Ethiopia 
c. Little o r  No Vegetation--covere a str:ip of area along the 
Red Sea coaat of Ethiopian aide. 
3. Dominant Land U1e: 
a. Farming --exten•ive �rea which coincides with the gras sland• 
with tre4&• and 40 to 80 inches of rainfall belts 
b. Little Ueed Land - - include1 areas of g ra selande and belts of 
little or no vegetation. It h epar•ely s ettled. 
4. Population Distribution Map: 
Concentration ii ehown with dote in the farming plateau areas. 
Addia Ababa, the capital, with 400, 000 people (1960) is indicated a• 
the tenth largeat city in Africa. 12 
Size comparison haa been made by superimposing the map of Ethiopia 
upon that of the United State• to ahow how many state• put tog ether compare 
with the area of Ethiopia. Aleo a c ro 1 1 - section of Ethiopia h drawn to 
indicate the different land features. The Blue Nile Valley, depth of Lake Tana 
(6004 ft. ),  Mount Rae Daahan (15, 1 5 8  ft. ) --the higheat point in Ethiopia - -
elevation o f  Addie Ababa < 8, 038  ft. ),  and the Great Rift Valley are tabled 
on the drawing. (Map - C )  
lZBen F .  Ahla•chwede. Teacher' 1 Guide for Exploring the Old World. 
(Chicago: Follett Publishing Company, 1960), p. 407 . 
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Furthermore, picture• o f  building• with Ethiopian flag• and adverthing 
1ign1 in Addia Ababa, and a typical Ethiopian farmer plowing the land 
with a two-oxen drawn wooden plough are used to preaent 1ome a1pect1 of 
urban and rural life. 
t'.ooka for Children 
The followin1 book• are 1ome that are 1ugge1ted for children to 
read iu order to get aome understanding about the cultural a1pecta of 
the Ethiopian• through 1torie1 and folktale•. 
1. Bannon, Laura. Nemo Meet• the Emperor. Chica10: 
Albert Whitman and Co. 1957. 
Thia l1 aaid to be a true story of a liv•ly boy achieving 
hie dream through planain.1 and luck in speakin.1 with the 
Emperor of Ethiopia. 
2. Courlander, Harold and Lealau, Wolf. The Fire on the Mountain 
ancl other Ethiopian Storie•. New York: Henry Holt and Co. 1950. 
Ethiopian folktale a which repre1ent a croa •·current of culture a 
of the Middle East, Africa, and the Weat. Men and animala play 
the part a of be roe a and vtlllan1. Example a of Whdom, W eakne1 • ••· 
atrea1th1, and varietiee are developed ln atorie1 which .,r•••nt 
intereetlng readin1 and content for storytelling and dramatisation. 
Some of the a tori•• have the po• aibiliti•• of reaction atorie• 
to motivate dbeuaalona. 
3 .  Dair•, Rua1el, and B rent Aahabranner. The Lion' • Whi1ker1. 
Bo1ton: Little, Brown and Co. 1959. 
It contain• forty.one 1toriee which are considered to be 
representative of nine Ethiopian tribe • .  Include• a bit of hiatory, 
geography, anthropology and much storytelling . 
4. Purcell, John W .  True Book of African A nimals .  Shicago· 
Children•' Press,  19 54. 
Children will enjoy the story of how and where thoae animals 
live in Africa. In some parts it is summer all year round, and 
when the water in the stream is low, all animals crowd to the 
few available water wells .  This story is based on  the animals 
found there. 
Films and Filmstrips 
The following lists of audio-visual materials were compiled to aid 
teachers in guiding studies of Africa at a fourth grade level. These lists 
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contain films and filmstrips which pr.esent information o n  various geographic 
regions, flora and fauna, and topics  related to historical and cultural 
aspect. of African life in general and that of Ethiopia in particular. Each 
material ia followed by the descriptions given by the producers. Obtainable 
sources are also indicated. 
I .  Ethiopia: Africa'• Ancient Kingdom {?hp l 
h - c 17 minutes 50Z68 color 
It deals with the geographical location of Ethiopia and explanation 
of different racial and religious backgrounde of the peo?le .  Poor 
transporb.tion and communication are responsible for the slow 
develo�ment of the country. It indicates that Ethiooia 1 s hi story 
remains a mystery, but it ie one of the few Christian countries 
in Africa and ha1 been ruled by hereditary nona rch1 for centurie s .  
Enum.era.tes Haile Sela s sie ' s  main concern a s  being the building of 
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new roads, developing adequate communication systems and 
educating the .oeople. l3 
2 .  Ethiopia.· #7135 black and white 2 3  minutes 
Presents an historical review of the political events during the 
last fifty years. Includes e report of the activities of Mu1 eolini, 
the war with Italy, and the role of Haile Sela••ie. 
3 .  Ethiopia: (New not yet numbered) color 11t minute• 
A n  overview of the way of the life and the customs of the people 
in northeat!ltern Africa, descendants from one of the oldest known 
civilizations in the world. The topography and flora and fauna in 
the natural environment are presented, also an inter-pretation 
of the deeire• and goals of Halle Selatuie for his people. 
4. Report from. Africa., Part ll black and white 20 minutes 
#2145 Reports activitiea and developments in countries tied 
together by the Nile. Information related to Ethiopia- -efforts 
to fight dieeasee and backwardneas and to raise the standard of 
living, occupational ,  education, and developments related to 
water supply- -highlights aspects of living important to the 
people of Africa. 
5 .  African Cousins #2 07 6 color 14 minutes 
A day in the lives of two boy• in a primitive African village. 
Emphasize• that all people are almilar in their work, play, and 
13catalog of Educational Film s .  (Champ�.ign ��niversity v! Illinoi s ,  
1966�969),  p. 177. 
physical needs. Approximately 90 percent of the people of 
A f rica live in villages. This i s  very true of Ethiopia. 
6.  New Faces of Africa color Z7 minute• 
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The narrator, an African, highlights problem• and a1pi ration1 
of the country. The film documents the spirit of independence 
and introduce• 1 everal leaders with important role• in the 
development of the country. Empha si s is placed on the contributions 
of the Chrietian Church. A9propriate film to use in introducing 
etudie e of A frica to teacher groups. 
Number• 3 - 6 are -obtainable from the: 
Division of Audio-Vi•ual Education 
Office of Los A ngeles County 
Superintendent of Schooi.14 
7 .  Filmstrips - Teacher Background 
Africa· :�ontinent in F e rment fF ree) 
Time, Inc. 
540 North Michigan Avenue 
Chica.go 11 , Hlinoi!.91 5 
A n  overview of Africa, its people and proble m s .  �uitable 
background for interpreting current event1 . Recommended 
for teachers guiding children in studies of the African countri e s .  
B .  Professional Materials 
A li s t of selected reference materials is pre sented below that could 
help teacher• of 1ocial studies build general background in teaching about 
Ethiopia. These source materials,  which include booke and bulletins ,  
14.John t1 • Michaeli s , e
·
d .  Teaching T � nits in the Social Sciences G radee 
III - IV. (r.hicago· R and McNally & Company, 1966),  p. 172. 
l 5rbid . ,  p. 160. 
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a r e  a l s o  helpful in organizing social studies units o n  Ethiopia for grades 
four and six where it is usually taught. The books listed here offer 
information from various di sciplines. Some of the books contain desc riptive 
material which may give teachers ideas a s  to ways of presenting concepts 
to children. Many of these books are available in the Eastern Ill.inois 
Univer sity Booth Library and �he rest elsewhere in the United State s 
from publishing companie s ,  the Library of ·.:ong r e a s and various universities. 
Some of these source materials deal with the treatment of Africa a s  a 
whole in which short references are made to Ethiopia . Oth e r s  a r e  
specifically about Ethiopia dealin�
-
with the historical, geog ra-phical, 
educational, . economic, political, social and cultural aspects of the country. 
Very brief d e s c ription• of those within reach are given. 
1. Abdul-Haggag, Youssef. A Contribution to the Physiography of 
Northern Ethiopia. (London and New York, 1961'.  
Z .  Ahla.schwede, Ben F .  Teacher ' s  Guide for Exploring the Old World. 
(Chicago· Foll ett Publishing C ompany). 
3 .  Allen, William D .  Africa. < Grand Rapi d s ,  Michigan: The Fedeler C o . , 
1961 ) .  
This book contains brief but reliable information about present-day 
Africa. Highlights are physical features of the continent, its economic 
and politic.-! divisions, occupation1 and culture of the people, 
governments, churche 1 ,  and echool s .  
4'. Annuarie des Organizations Internationalee .  Y ea rbook of International 
Organization s ,  9th ed. , :Palais Degmont, B r u s s e l s ,  1 9 6 2 - 1 9 6 3 : .  
5 .  Badoglio, Pietro. The W a r  in .Abys sinia 'old name of Ethiopi a ) .  
< London and New York, 1937);  Italy i n  the Second W o r l d  1Var i London, 
1948' .  
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6. Baacom, William R .  et al.  !eda).  Continuity and Change in African 
Culture•. 'Chicago· Univeralty of Chicago Presa,  1962). 
Backg round for teacher• and adult• interested in the peol)le• of 
.Africa- -their natural history, geographical dhtribution, many 
diversities, 1ocietie• and organisation • .  
7 .  Bruce, Jamee. Travel• to Diecover the Source• of the Nile. 
I F.dinburgh, 1790). 
8. Buxton, Davi d .  Traveh in Ethiopia.. 1 London. 1957'!.  
9. B ruum, Geoffrey, et al.  The World Story. fBo ston: Heath \ompany, 
1963). 
10. B rooke, Clarke Harding, Jr . .  "The Rural Village in the Ethiopian 
Highlands , " The Geographical Review, XLIX, No. � .January 1959L 
11. C erulli, F�nrico. Folk-Literature of the Galla of Southern Abyaeina. 
(Harvard A frican Serie• ) ,  -'. C ambridge, Maaet 1922);  Peoples of 
Soutbwe1t Ethiopia and It• Borderland. 1London, 1956). 
12. Cooper, Kenneth S .  et al.  The Changing Old World T eache r ' •  E d .  
f Grade• 6-7 ) .  A Dlvleion o f  Geaeral Learning Corporation, Morriatown, 
1967. 
13. Dore••, Jean. Ethiopia. · Trans. ) ' London· Eleck Booka, 1959).  
Provide• a good historical background of the country chronologtcaUy. 
It h used in "Ethiopian college• as one of the references in hhtory 
cour a e a .  
14. Thia l• Ethiopia. Wa•hlngton, D. C'. Ethiopian Emba•ey, Spring, 1958.  
15.  Fitzaerald, Walte r .  Africa· A Social .11conomlc and Political 
Geography of tt1 Major Region•. 
16. Gunther, Tohn. Inside Africa. <New York· Har-per and B r o s . , 1957 ' .  
Pre1ente com-prehen1ive factual information related to all part• of 
Africa. De•cription of CD m-pleJdttee and achievements are included. 
17. Holm, Henrietta M .  The .A sricultural E conomy of IftAiopia.. 
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Wa•hlngton U .  S. Department of Agriculture, Foreign A1ricwt'1r&l 
Service, November, 1'?!6. 
18.  Horrabin_ T .  F .  An Atlas o f  Africa. 'N ew York· Frederick A .  
Praeger, 1960).  
It contain• fifty outline black and white simple map• which empha 1ize 
historical and current back.ground and reflect the point of view of 
edw:ated Africans today. A u•eful handbook. for t•achera in 
darlfying in.formation for children. 
19. Howa rd, William F. H .  Public A dministration in E thiopia: A Study 
in Retrospect and Pro1pect. 1New York: Gregory Lounz, 1958).  
ZO.  Huntingford, G .  W. B .  The Galla o f  Ethiopia: The I<ingdoma of 
Kaffa and Janjero. ·: Ethnographic Survey of Africa : ·  North and 
Eastern Africa, pt. Tl) London· International African Inetitute, 1955.  
!l. Jaenen, �orneliu• J. "Contemporary Ethiopia, 11  Jou rnal of Geo1raph>J 
LVII, No. l ' .Tanuary, 1958 ) .  
Z Z .  "Education in Ethiopia, " Social Studiea. XLVIll, N o .  7 November 19S7L 
2 3 .  "Mineral tleeourcea of Ethiopia, 1 1  Mine• Magazine, XLV, No. 7 
I July 1956) .  
Z4. Tandy, Edward C. wrhe New Ethiopia and Socioeducational Problems, " 
Sociolo1y and Social Research, XXXIII fl948-1949). 
Z 5 .  Jones, A .  H .  M .  and Elisabeth Monroe. A Hiatory of Ethiopia. 
' Oxford and New York, 1955) .  
2 6 .  Kolevzon, E. and T .  Heine. Our World and It• People. (r nglewood 
Cliffe, New Jer1 ey: Allyn �.i: Bacon, 19 5 6 ) .  
Good reference becau1e of the way it d e s c ribe• topography, natural 
resource• and man•• utili•ation of them. Hiatorial facts are related 
to current development. Ouestlona and suggested activitie s  are 
included. Figure• and g raph• are unusually lntere1tin1 . 
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2 7 .  .Leslau, Wolf and S. r::hojnaki. "On Mule-back Through Gurage in 
Ethiopia., " Canadian Geographical Journal. LVIII, No. 3 1 March 1 9 5 9 ' .  
2 8 .  Lewis ,  William H .  ' ' ITthiopb.· Prog r e s s  and P roblems, 11  Middle East 
Journal, X, No. 2 'Summer 1956).  
2 9 .  ' ' F.thiopi a ' s  Revised Constitution, " Middle Ea s t  Tournal, X, No. 2 
Spring 1 9 5 6 ) .  
3 0 .  Luther, Erne•t W. Fth1opia Today. Stanbrd llniverlity P r e i s ,  1958.  
31. Lip1ky, George A. Ethiopia: Th People, Its Society, It• Sulture. 
New Haven · Hraf Press,  1 9 6 2 ' .  
De spite errors in the historical s ection, i t  i s  the most us eful 
comprehenaive survey available to date. 
3 2 .  Me1 uing, Simon D .  1 1r:hanging Ethiopia, " Middle East Journal, IX, 
No. 4 tAutumn 1955\.  
33.  "Ethiopian Folktales A scribed to a Late 19th ,·· entury Amhara. 
f Ethiopian) Wit, Ala.qa Gab re-Hanna, " Tournal of American Folklore, 
LXX, No. 275 f.Tanuary- March 1957).  
34. Murdock, Gero.ge Petter. Africa: Its People and Their - ultural History. 
1New ·l(ork: McGraw-Hill, 1 9 5 9 ) .  
3 5 .  Nevins, Albert T .  Away to Fast Africa. 'New York: Dodd, Mead 1 Co. 
1 9 5 9 ) .  
P r e s ent• comprehensive introcution to the lands and people of East 
Africa. Dilcusae1 climate, history, tribes,  religions, cities,  
geography, work, education, health, clothing, recreation, government, 
wildlife, arts, customs, and the future of East Africa. 
3 6 .  Pankbur1t, Richard K. P .  Introduction to th e E'conomic History of 
Ethiopia from Early times to 1 8 0 0 .  ( London and New York, 1961). 
37 . Pike, c1,.rence E. "Ethiopia I .  Expanding Agriculture, II Foreign 
Agriculture, XX, No. 4 · April 1 9 5 6 ' .  
3 8 .  Savage, Katharine. The Story of Africa South of the !5ahara. {New Y ork· 
Henry Z .  Walck, · 1961 ' . 
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The information and simple line maps and clear photographs 
pre sent an excellent overview of physical feature s ,  famous explorers, 
diffe rent tribes, historical eve�h, and customs. A teacher ' •  
guide and a source of factual information !or the more mature student. 
3 9 .  Schmalenbacb, Werner. African Art. 'New York: Thoma• Yosehoff, 
1960). 
The author pres ents information about African sculpture, masks, 
objects used in everyday life, and various forms of ornamentation. 
Materials and techniques are discussed in relation to different types 
of nomadic, hunting, and agr-.rian life. 
40. Seed, William. "Censorship in Ethiopia, 11 Manchester Guardian 
'October 7 ,  1952 ) .  
41. Simoone, F r ederick J.  "The A g ricultural Implements and i.-:'utting 
Tools of Begemder and Seymen, Ethiopia, " Southwestern Journal of 
Anthropology, XIV, No. 4 ! Winter l958L 
42. Skordiles, Kirnon. Kagnew The Story of the Ethiopian Fighters in 
Korea. 'Tokyo: Badiopress,  195'4). 
4 3 .  "A Survey of the Ethiopian r' offee Induetry, 1 1  Tea and '� o!fee Trade 
Journal, l'.":Xn, No. 4 ' April 1957 ) .  
44. Talbot, David Abner. Contemporary Ethiopia. Ne·R York· 
Philosophical Library, 1952'.  
4 5 .  Trimingbam, John Spencer. Islam in Ethiopia. ( London: Oxford 
Univer•ity P r e s s ,  195Z).  
46.  Ullendorf, Edward. The Ethiopian•: An Introduction to Country and 
People. < London and New York, 196 5 ) .  
47. United Nation1. Department of Economic and Social Affair • .  Economic 
Survey of Africa Since 1950. New York, 1959. 
4 8 .  General A s s embly. Official Records, Seventh Session. Final Report 
of the United Nations Gommheiona on Eritrea. New York, 195Z. 
Eritrea was an Italian colony in North Ethiopia. It joined 
Ethiopia as a federation in 1952, Now, since 1962, it is just 
one of the provinces of Ethiopia. Until this unity Ethiopia was 
a landlocked nation. 
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49.  United Nations Education, Scientific, and ':'ultural Organization. World 
Survey of Education, Vol. 11, 1958.  
50.  United Nations Stati stical Yearbook, 1958.  
SUMMARY V 
SUMMARY, CONC LUSION, AND RECOMMENDATION 
A .  Summa ry 
Ethiopia ia one of the emerging African nations which are now growing 
influential in international politics and economic affair s .  Ethiopia and the 
United States are politically and economically connected. The United States 
government is helping Ethiopia develop educationally, economically, and 
politically. 
Ethiopia' a location, relief features, climate, natural resources, 
and some aspects of its economic, historical and cultural background as 
well a s  foreign relations make up the subject matter of the social studies 
taught about Ethiopia in the United States in grades four and six. In 
these grades' textbooks, Ethiopia i s  presented under the regional division 
called "Africa South of the Sahara. 1 '  Textbook explanations, maps, picture•, 
study questions and eome film• are the major materials and activities used 
in developing the desired concepts.  
B .  Concluaion 
Ethiopia ' •  historical significance aa the very ancient kingdom and early 
Christian nation in the whole of Africa ha• been given due consideration 
in the social studies curriculum. The rugged nature of the terrain ia one 
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of the key factor• in the long history of the ccmtry' • independence. This 
aame g eographic factor, that helped in maintaining freedom by acting 
as barrier• to foreign penetration, had adversely affected the progre•• 
of the country by i aolating it from out.ide contact. It had also created 
g reat diveraity of aocial and cultural life and thus making unity difficult 
for a long time. Thie very important geographic factor and ite affects 
on the country have been recognised and pointed out in the courae of 
etudy. The aignificance of agriculture aa the m.ainetay of the country ' •  
economy and i t •  potentialitiee with regard to good eoil and adequate 
rainfall, natural resources, for•i'ln relation•, and aome trend• of 
improvement plane and problem• were conaidered. 
Beeidee the eocial atudie a  textbook•, the writer haa located varioue 
aource materiala in general references like Encyclopedia•, yearbooks ,  
profeeeional booka, United Nation• Publication•, magazine•, Journale, 
m.ape, film• and flmatrtpe already lhted under the chapter dealing with 
source material s .  Theae and the recently ie 1ued textbook• which give 
a relatively more detailed information than the earlier edition• are 
indicative of the increaeing trend• in teaching more about Ethiopia.. 
The incluaion of Ethiopia in the regional diviaion of Africa South of the 
Sahara l e  baaed on the general phyaiog raphic and cllm.atic aimiladtiee 
of the areas included thereunder. One of the moat important phyeiographic 
features in Africa i a  the Great Rift Vall�y whic:h p&eaea through Ethiopia, 
where it ia wider, and continues southward through Kenya to Mozambiquie. 
This region ia characterized by many lakes and some extinct and active 
volcanoes. Secondly, Ethiopia forms part of the Eastern Highland regions of 
Africa where temperature• are highly modifie� by altitude and thua 
equatorial heat i• hardly felt. Ethiopia also has regional rel ations 
with Egypt and the Sudan. Whenever the •oclal atudiea of Egypt and the 
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Sudan are taught mention of Ethiopia' a climate ia envitable. The former 
countries are de•ert Iormina part of the Sahara and the lUe of the people 
there i• cloaely aaaociated with the Nile water. The farmer• in both 
Egypt and Sudan d.epend upon the annual flooding of the Nile River. 
Over 80% of the volwne of thh annual flood water, carrytn1 muddy 10Ue, 
comet from the Ethiopian Hichlanda where rainlall 1 •  a eaaoaally heavy. 
' 
Aareement over the control of the- Ethiopian rivers h•dlq toward the 
two countries exiata amona the three nations. Information about Ethiopia 
can be found in geography book• under the headin1 "Th• Source of the 
Nile or the Nile Land• . 1 1  
From th• •tudy of grade• four and six social atudiea, curriculum 
guide•, and 1u11e1ted lilma the writer ha• come to the conclu.aion that 
the 1ubject matter about Ethiopia h ma.inly centered around the natural 
environment and it• effect• upon the life of th• people. But very little, 
if at all, i1 •aid about the real life eituatione of the people and the type• 
of activitiea they perform in re•pon1e to the natural environment. People 
do try all aort• of po11ibilitie1 to modify their environment. Furthermore 
the relationship between Ethiopia and the United State• 11 hardly eatablished. 
C .  Recommendation• 
The writer ha1 noticed that not only the human activitiee and relation• 
between Ethiopia and the United State• in the textbook• have been overlooked 
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but also not enough and appropriate activities are provided to get aero•• 
to the children the concepts introduced in auch a meaningful way. Activitie• 
related to the agrarian life of the people, the method• and problem• of 
traditional farming, the tranaportation difficultie1 created by the broken 
nature of the terrain and the facilitie• available to keep communication 
po• •ible, in area• where road• are •till non- exiatent, by u.ain.g don.key•, 
hor•••· mule• and cameh�ar e worth knowing. 
1 .  To help children get a better under atandin1 of the actual life pattern 
of the majority of the people booka, picture• and film• dealina with 
farm activitie• ahould be provided. Nb>.ety percent of Ethiopia' •  
population live• on farm• practicing sub 1iateace a1riculture, mixed­
farmio1, and commercial farmlq on varying aeale•. The United 
Nation• Food and A1ricuJ.tural Organisation (FAO) ta the beet 
material eource for agricultural life a.nd method of practice• in Ethiopia . 
Information can aho be obtained by writing to H. S. I. Univer1ity 
(Faculty of Agricultural Colle1e) P .  O. Box 1176, Addil Ababa, 
Ethiopia. Activltl•• centered around the traditional practice• euch aa 
1owin1 aeeda, weeding and harveating by hand, plou1hin1 with team• of 
oxen, home•, churchea, moaqu••· clothing. food, and geographica.l 
aettlng could much better enlighten children than the mere de•criptiona 
of (act• and concept• .  Th••• are&• of the people'. life can be treated 
in the form of report, diacue1ion and drawing picturee. 
Z .  To develope the concept of the problem• of communication created by the 
, relief feature• a. clay or pla1tic model map of Ethiopia can be made in which 
the zigzag pattern of the road• and the numerou• bridge• acro11 1tream1 
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can be •hown. The trade relation• between Ethiopia and the United 
State• c:an be •hown by the u•e of flow line map• indicating the route 
along which good• are carried from the Ethiopian •e& port• to New 
York and vice ver•a. Means of traneportation and type• of good• 
could aho be !earnt at the aame time. 
3 .  Real object• can be obtained from and through the Ethiopian Emba••Y 
ln Wa•hiniton, D. C. Interview• of Ethiopian etud.edl ln the United 
States can •nrich the information about Ethiopia and they can alao 
provide aome real object• from Ethiopia that caa be brought to the 
c:l&••room. B y  writlna to the lnatitute . of Ethiopian Studlea, H. s. I. 
Univeraity� P .  O. Box 1176, Addi• Ababa, Ethiopia, u1 eful journah 
and bulletin• on the cultural and •ocial background are obtainable. 
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